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AMBER | http://www.amberstudio.com/ 

Amber is a game development agency built by a collective of artisans, 
originating in Bucharest, Romania. With a staff of 250+ experienced 
industry professionals, the company offers a wide range of services, 
including Full Development, Co-Development, Live Ops, Custom 
Engineering, Quality Assurance & more. 

Scott Humphries - scott@amberstudio.com  
         Mihai Pohontu - mihai@amberstudio.com  

 
 

 

AMC Digital Art | http://www.amc.ro/ 

AMC is is a leading provider of integrated digital content solutions and co-
development services for the games and digital media industry, based in 
Bucharest, ROMANIA. Our art development teams collaborate with the 
many video game, film and digital media clients whose projects require 
high quality art for their development and production needs: Sony, Disney, 
Activision, Wargaming, TrionWorlds 

Cristina Neamtu - cristina.neamtu@amc.ro  
 

 

AMC Games | http://www.amc.ro/ 

Just an experienced and awesome development team committed to create 
top notch video games. 

Marcel Neamtu - marcel.neamtu@amc.ro  
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Greenhorse Games | https://www.greenhorsegames.com/  

At Green Horse Games, building online games is a passion. We’re a talented 
and multinational group of people who share the same vision for delivering 
great gaming experiences that reach and connect people all around the 
world. Our drive is creating social and gamified worlds for sports fans. We 
use the global appeal of sports to create experiences that bring people from 
all over the world together.  
George Lemnaru - george@greenhorsegames.com 

 
 

 

Edgeflow | http://www.edgeflow.io/ 

EdgeFlow is an art production studio that is committed to creating high 
quality digital art content, specializing in assets for games and other real 
time applications 
Victor Rubenstein - victor@edgeflow.io 

 
 

 

Those Awesome Guys | https://thoseawesomeguys.com/    

THOSE AWESOME GUYS is a small independent video game developing 
“studio” formed out of people from around the world with the purpose of 
being the developers and publishers we’d support as gamers. We made 
Move or Die and published Monster Prom.   
Nick Berbece - nick@thoseawesomeguys.com  

 
 

 

Whyttest | https://whyttest.com/ 

Whyttest is a young company, with a friendly culture, located in Bucharest, 
Romania. Since 2014, here you can find the perfect mix  between “young 
blood” and veterans of the industry.  The teams consist of highly 
experienced QA professionals (10+ – 15+ years in different gaming 
companies) and young people, with great potential and fresh ideas. With 
values such as: Quality, very good Communication, Efficiency, 
Transparency, Flexibility and Adaptability, great Leadership, data and 
project Security and Protection, Readiness, Whyttest is the perfect partner 
for any development team! 
Marius Potirniche - marius-tudorel.potirniche@whyttest.com 
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MEET US  
in San Francisco! 
Send us a meeting request on MeetToMatch. 
 

 
ABOUT 
 

The Romanian delegation at GDC is organized with by RGDA – the Romanian Game Developers 

Association, with the support of the Romanian Government. RGDA is a non-profit organization whose 

purpose is to support and promote the Romanian video game development industry, both at a national 

and international level. RGDA organizes Dev.Play, the conference for Eastern European game 

developers, every autumn. Meet us in Bucharest as well at Dev.Play this October! Learn more here:  

https://dev-play.ro/   

 

CONTACT 
 
Andreea Medvedovici-Per  

Executive Director, RGDA 

Email: andreea.per@rgda.ro  

Phone: +40 734 802267 
 

  
The Romanian Delegation at GDC 2019 is supported by the Department of Foreign Trade, Ministry of 

Business Environment, Commerce and Entrepreneurship, Government of Romania. 
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